H U M M E L O
A proposal for Aschaffenburg
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The Building | Self-management of the landscape:

To regenerate the city, the building and the apartments by introducing gardens as places for experimentation.
The proposal consists in transforming the built environment by integrating
new outdoor spaces with vegetation following strategies in the three different
scales of the competition: the Street, the Building and the Apartment.
Re-naturalization at the 3 scales of the Project

A new garden is created surrounding the exiting building that creates a diffuse
boundary between the public and private. The project proposes large delimited
gardens that will be used for neighbours’ experimentation areas. These spaces
will be self-managed and will receive gardening and horticulture activities that
will involve different social agents. These activities will favour the appropriation of the area and encourage people to be more careful with public spaces.

The Street | Urban naturalization:

The Building | Ground Floor:

Transforming the actual street by reducing space for traffic and adding more
vegetation and cycling paths that connects the site with the surroundings. The
presence of the new cycling paths will enhance the citizens to use alternative
transport methods so the car traffic will be reduced. The new street is designed
to assure safe conditions for the users by the use of green borders which are
dividing the traffic lane. In the project we can find two different boundaries.

On the ground floor of the building is proposed a great change to favour
the regeneration of the street and the surroundings of the building. An small
structural intervention to reach the level of the ground floor with a new slab
to get two commercial spaces at the level of the street which will enhance the
activity and life in the area. A small cafe, a bakery, cake shop, a bike workshop,
flower shop ... always commercial activities that can coexist with the residential
program of the building.

Tree Lanes: The Pedestrian circulation is separated from the cars lane by a
line of trees (Poplars). This creates an effect of divisions between both but at
the same time guarantees the and easy access to the properties by car. The new
pedestrian lane, thanks to the new urban landscape, will enhance the inhabitants to walk provoking the creation of new commercial spaces in the exiting
grounds floors and generating a livelier street.

In the other part of the ground floor two houses are proposed with two levels
designed to be occupied by larger families so that diversity in the residential
typologies increase. All the houses located on the ground floor and first floors
have direct access to the communal garden.
The needed parking for the building has also been reorganized to improve the
mobility in the plot and reduce the visual impact.

Flower lanes: New division between bikes and cars made of middle-height
plans and flower.
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The Apartment | House-Landscape:

The Apartment | Sustainable construction:

An open space is integrated in every dwelling of the building to improve the
living conditions of the inhabitants. This open space will be semi-protected by
transparent windows that will fimprove the conditions of these spaces throughout the year, especially in winter where they can be used as green houses.
The distribution of the type plant is modified slightly to improve the rationalization of the spaces and to obtain a more systematic plants with equal
dimensions and geometries but at the same time more versatile.

The new façade consists of a reticulate structure of self-standing concrete pillars and beams that provides a longitudinal balcony of 90cm around the whole block. In front of the living room the balcony becomes bigger and reaches
200cm invading the interior space and creating a diffuse boundary between
the interior and the exterior.
The new facade is exactly the same on the 4 sides which facilitates the structural behaviour of the new element and guarantees an efficient construction.
The new façade incorporates an exterior transparent enclosing that allows the
balconies to have an intermediate condition and can be used both in summer
and in winter.
Textile elements will protect the enclosures from sunlight and will avoid overheating of the façade in summer.
All this new façade will also be designed so that its thermal behaviour will help
to improve the performance of the existing building and guarantee a better
connection between interior and exterior.
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